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ombining a family 
home with a business is 
never easy but when it’s 
in a 12th century castle, 
it’s even more complex.

In 2014, Will and 
Sarah Leslie moved into Wardhill 
Castle in Aberdeenshire. Initially a 
modest house, the castle was extended 
significantly over the past 850 years 
until Victorian times, when it fell into 
disrepair. “Will’s parents had been living 
in the castle for the last 35 years and 
had asked us to take over the running of 
the estate,” Sarah explains. “They had 
done as much as they could to make it 
habitable, but it was badly in need of 
modernisation.”

For 18 months, Will and Sarah lived in 
a small section at the back of the castle 
while Will’s parents continued to live 
in the main part. “I was a chartered 
surveyor and still had a business that 
I was running in London. However, as 
time went on, we started thinking, ‘How 
are we going to manage this big house, 
how will we pay all the bills?’

“Will’s parents had used it solely 
as their family home and for that 
generation, diversification was very 
much a new thing. However, if we 
wanted to do up the castle properly, we 
needed to be able to provide an income 
to do it.”

The first project the couple embarked 
upon was the conversion of an old bothy 
into a luxury glamping cottage. “It was 
a stone bothy with a mud floor, and I 
think it had been a gardener’s cottage in 
Victorian times. It’s a quirky, one room 
(plus WC), open-plan design with a log 
burner and a Victorian roll-top bath and 
it’s been really popular.

The ornately furnished 
drawing room with 
impressive orange 
wallpaper which the 
Leslies inherited
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“Next, we started clearing the walled 
garden, which was totally overgrown. 
It took about a year to clear and then we 
turfed it so we could use it for events. It’s 
a huge space and perfect for a marquee. 
It’s also really cool as it’s in the middle 
of the woods and is completely hidden 
from the castle. When you arrive at 
the castle you can’t even see where the 
marquee is.” 

With money gradually coming in, Will 
and Sarah managed to secure some 
funding to renovate the main house. “At 
that point, Will’s parents moved out so 
we could commence major renovations. 
There were sections of the castle which 
didn’t have heating or plumbing, so we 
installed a huge biomass boiler to rectify 
that. The plans for the house evolved 
over time and we realised we could 
separate the castle. We could live in the 
back section with our son Harry, three, 
and let out the grander, front section 
for events. We changed the game larder 
into a large kitchen for us and started 
working our way through each room.

“We changed to mains water and put 
in lots of extra bathrooms. We made 
one out of a linen cupboard, one out 
of a turret and put a bath in one of the 
bedrooms. Then we redecorated every 
room. I did three rooms in one go, all 
from scratch, and that was difficult. I 
think interior designers say that you’re 
supposed to pull everything together 
and then install it, and I think I did the 
opposite. I would find one thing that 
I liked, such as a pair of curtains, and 
build the whole room around that. Most 
of the rooms I’ve painted rather than 

wallpapered but each one is individually 
decorated. It’s not like a hotel where you 
have one scheme throughout. 

Sarah adds: “We were also very 
fortunate that there was lots of furniture 
distributed across the castle which we 
were able to use. I have bought several 
modern pieces and added a lot of new 
lighting, but we haven’t had to buy 
everything. We do still need to rethink 
the lighting. Most of the ground floor 
is still lit by lamps because Will’s great 
grandfather sold the chandelier to pay 
off gambling debts.”

Whilst Sarah was keen to give the castle 
a more modern vibe, she wasn’t about 
to throw the baby out with the bath 
water. “There are some things I haven’t 
changed. For example, the wallpaper in 
the library has been there since the 1920s 
and the drawing room has an amazing 
bright orange wallpaper which has 
also been there for years. It’s definitely 
a big, big mix of old and new. I suppose 
compared with some old houses it is a lot 
more colourful, but I think it works.”

With enough renovations done to start 
welcoming guests, plans for the castle 
continued to evolve when the doors 
opened, as Sarah explains. “We realised 
self-catering wasn’t what our guests 
were looking for. The kitchen was hardly 
used; and now we offer a chef, butler, 
housekeeper, everything you need. It’s a 
bit like staying in a hotel but with no-one 
else there.

“We also converted the entrance hall 
which was never really used into a large 
dining hall. The original dining room 
couldn’t accommodate the number 

of guests we can have staying so we’ve 
changed that into a bar instead.”

With the castle coming together nicely, 
Will and Sarah naturally decided that 
they were ready to offer the castle for a 
few weddings every year and the perfect 
one came along for Sarah to cut her teeth 
on. Will’s sister, actress, Rose Leslie who 
had also grown up at Wardhill asked 
if they would host her wedding to Kit 
Harington. The Game of Thrones stars 
were both working abroad at the time 
and in different countries. “They were 
going to hire a wedding planner, but I 
said this would be a really good exercise 
for me and it was. It was hard work 
and it was stressful because I wanted 
to make it amazing for them, but it was 
great experience and I worked with 
some suppliers so closely, I got to know 
them really well. On the day, however, 
I did have a wedding planner to do the 
co-ordinating so I could just be a guest 
and enjoy the day.”

Although the castle is now earning 
its keep, Will and Sarah are continuing 
to plan for the future. “We’d like to be 
able to replace the chandelier and I’m 
working on a TV room/snug, but I think 
how we use the castle will keep evolving. 
We’re incredibly lucky to live here. It’s a 
great place for Harry to grow up, there’s 
so much space and even when we have 
guests to stay, this is a house with very 
thick stone walls.” Family home and 
business - nicely combined.

Wardhill Castle, Meikle Wartle, 
Aberdeenshire, www.wardhillcastle.
co.uk, tel: 07734 425282

Clockwise from above: a fern-themed 
bathroom; a large bedroom with antique 
furniture; the kitchen; the new dining hall; 
a bedroom in the eaves; another bedroom 
with an antique chandelier; the library;  
the exterior of Wardhill Castle
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